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Character Bios - History, past Jobs, etc, even favorite foods!!!

Concept Art - Original concept art for all the party members.

Sprite Asset Data Base - ALL of the sprite assets used for the game! Every last character, plus ones never even used!

Wallpapers - Desktop wallpapers to have LISA with you at all times! Pain All Day!

Misc - Various Artworks depicting the game!
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Very nice game , but it does not work with my monitor resolution :(. I give it a + cause i sort of like it.. A really interesting
surprise. I expected a fun experience, but it turned out to be deeper than that. The variety that the 40 characters offer and the
nuances each of them have can make the combat more complex that it might seem at first.

It is the kind of game I like to play with my friends, fun for beginners and deep for more harcore fighting players. Only having
one life gives dynamism to the battles, because as soon as you lose a character you need to think about who will be the next one.
The movements and attacks of each character are simple to execute, but timing and deciding which one to use can be crucial
(this is where the hardcore gamers shine).

This is the game that perfectly meets the "easy to get, hard to master". It might seem overwhelming at the beginning with the
amount of characters you need to learn about (and maybe there is some of that), but for me the initial learning process was
really smooth.

The main flaw the game has is the lack of a single player mode. I did not miss it much, but I think it needs to be pointed out.

To sum up I really recommend this game for those who like to beat their friends!. Beautiful game with some well-integrated
puzzles.
There are some real moments where you can't see the way forward for ages, and then you stumble across an unexpected
solution.

My only complaints are the few bugs I encountered (all physics-based and resolved by reloading the current game), and the
really sudden ending(s).. i really like this rugby league manager 15 it is good for testing your skills at managing a team of any
status and as got good tension in a game it really could go anyway thats when you have to be smart with the formations player
changes etc. When i first got the game i went as sydney roosters and went all season unbeaten and now iam managing leigh
centurions and second in the championship.. First challenging DLC out of the bunch. Mission takes place only during the first
era. So you have to finish the mission before your mandate runs out. The randomness of the mandate length bonuses\/penalties
and the constant earthquake distasters make it a challenge.
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Weird and interesting, with a unique art direction which is crippled by terrible gameplay and horrible lighting.. Please keep in
mind this is being made by 1 person. So all the bad reviewers saying its a "gay" "trash" and "peice of rubish". Need to chill and
understand how much 1 person can do at a time. So please keep that in mind for your Next review. Also its a good game once
you know what your doing. Have Fun. I was not able to play against anyone or anything.. I have been playing this game for a
long time (5-6 years probably) under different publishers.
I recommend this game to all of the old players who have played 9 Dragons before. But to you, new players, there are honestly a
lot better looking games out there. However, I am giving it a thumbs up because it is my childhood game and also because it has
some unique features that not many RPGs have.

Pros:
+Unique features such as "martial arts" fighting styles, flexible leveling system etc...
+Fun to play with friends
+Active and pleasant community
+Great in-game items and a lot of drops from mobs
+Fun grinding
+Brings back good memmories from the past
+Fun and immersive world of ancient China
+Great soundtrack
+Not pay to win

Cons:
-Outdated graphics
-Outdated manouver and character control
-Boring and not very rewarding quests
-Poor mob behavior
-Poor dungeon system
-Poor PvP system
-"Meh" animations

Final personal verdict: 6.5\/10. 3\/10!

Open game then close game = all achievements.. wheres thomas

connor you lied to me fuc k you. This game..
Decent story, hard levels.
If you're looking for a challenge, then buy this. The levels are confusing, the levels are hard.. So i just finished this game on
warrior and started a master playthrough. DIS♥♥♥♥♥♥DOPE. If your feeling like buying this, GET IT.
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